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The Conciliation Commission for Palestine and tions Conciliation Commission for Palestine, and a
.its work in the light· of the reloh_tionl of the supplement to that report, covering developments up
United Nations; report of the Ad Hoc Political to 24 Novem'ber1952,in which itwas stated that, hav-
~o~JDitt~e (A/2310) ing examined the situation as it presented itself follow-

[Agenda item 67] ing the adoption of resolution 512 (VI) of 26 January
1952, during the sixth session of the General Assembly,1: Mr. S~LAZAR (Dominican Republic). Rapper- the Conciliation Commission "concluded that the most

teur of the. :Ad Hoc Political Committee (translated promising way in which it could lend its assistance to
from Spanish): As the Assembly is aware, this item the parties would be bl further efforts to solve the
was included in the provisional agenda of the session questions of 'Compensation for the Palestine refugees

· on, the proposal of Egypt, Iraq.Lebanon, Saudi Arabia, and the release of bank accounts blocked in Israel"
Syria and Yemen. In the explanatory memorandum [A/2216, para. 2].

· [A/2184] submitted by the sponsors pursuant to rule 4.· The report proceeds to recount the action taken and (!

20 of the rules of procedure of the General Assembly, the progress achieved in dealing with this serious aspect
· ifis stated that: "The proposed item transcends the of the situation, following the Israel Government's deci..
mere aspect of reviewing the reports of the Concilia- slon to discuss measures for the gradual release.of ac-

i tion Commission for Palestine, although such a review counts held by Arab refugees, and in the matter 6f com-
is necessary. The object in considering this item shoul4 pensatlon to refugees for property abandoned in Israel,
be to have a broad view of the activity of the Con- on which the Commission concentrated its attention,
ciliation Commission in the light of the United Nations considering that "the progressive elimination of the
resolutions and the appropriate measures and machinery problems which continue to 'separate the parties •.• *
for giving them effect." The memorandum adds: "None can, in the opinion of the Commission, transform the
of the relevant resolutions of the United Nations has .present unhappy circumstances of ~e refugees ~d
as yet been implemented. The responsibility of the encourage a return to' normal relations between the
United Nations with respect to the issues dealt with by countries of the Near East" [A/2216, /Jara. 4]. It is
these resolutions cannot, therefore, be said to have been stated further in the report, that "in the absence ofa
fulfilled. The Palestine question is far from being specific request from the parties. the Commission has

, settled," had no opportunity of exercising itsgeneral"fune:tion
2. 'The General Assembly decided to accede to the 're- of conciliation" [A./2216, para. 19].
quest for inclusion of this item in the agenda and sub- 5. Furthermore, the President of the Conciliation Com-
sequently referred it to the Ad Hoc Political Com- mission made a statement to the Ad Hoc Political CoOl-
mittee for consideration and. report. . mittee on. 26. ~~ovember. formally presenting the report
03. The Committee considered this important item at and the suppt~ment to which I have referred. .
fifteen meetings, held between 25 November and 11 6. At the first meeting at which the subject was dis-
December; more than forty-four speakers took part cussed. the Committee rejected, by 14 votes to 13, with
in the debate. At the beginning of the discussion the 20 abstentions, a motion of the representative of Iraq
'Committee had before it, first. document A/2184. con- to invite Mr. Izzat Tannous, the representative of the
~ainirig the letter requesting th~ inclusion of the item Arab refugees of Palestine, to sit with the Committee
In the agenda of the seventh session and the explanatory during the discussion of the Palestine question. Later,
memorandum I have mentioned; and, secondly, docu- a communication by Mr. Tannous on the political
'menes A/2216 and A/2216/Add.l, containing respec- aspec.ts O.f. the Palestin~)question was circulated, a~a
tively the twelfth progress report for the period from Committee C1a~ment (A./.AC.61/L.24) at the request'
1 May to 7 'October 1952 submitted by the United Na- of the representative of Iraq. .
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part in. that ~~eraldiscussionand t~ make thei~ stat~~~J
ments In the' form of short explanations of vo~e, Wlti
the usual time limit applied to suc-h'explanation6. !v
15. The report of the Ad RQcPolitical Committee an,d
the draft resolution contained therein [A/2310] ar~
now open to discussion. .

16. Mr.' DUNCAN (Panama) (translated from
Spanish) : The reasons why the delegation of Panama
is among the delegations .which originally submitted
the present draft resolution on the Palestine question,
and why' it supports that draft, are based on a number
of consiClerations which I should explain before I deal
directly with the draft resolution we are about to
consider. For it could be asked what interest a country
like Panama can have in a question which concerns
peoples so far away from us and which by its nature
might have been thought totally unrelated to our own
affairs and problems; Yet but rarely has my delegation
been so keenly interested in action by this distinguished
Assembly as in the present case, where, after six years
of discussion, direct negotiations are for the first time
recommended as a solution for the problem. It must be
admitted that that, perhaps, is the method which should
have been employed in the first place.

17. The problem of the maintenance of peace and the
pacific settlement of international disputes -cannot and
should not be the exclusive responsibility of particular
countries. These are complex questions which often, on
account of their explosive possibilities, may assume dan..
gerous proportions and become catastrophes affecting
tile whole world. Hence no question of this kind, what
ever its magnitude, can be a matter of indifference to
any Member State ·()f the United Nations, however
small, .when once for one reason or another it has
been included in the list of questions which must be

. considered and discussed by this Organization.

18. The attitude of my delegation in the present case
will be understood when it is realized that for my
country there are few activities open to the United
Nations of greater importance and capable of producing
more fruitful results than those which tend to promote
conciliation among peoples and harmonious relations i

among nations. It is in this direction that we feel we
should concentrate our greatest efforts. What we strive
after is a preventive action ; if it is carried out in good
time, in good faith and with a sincere desire to avoid
greater evils, We may yet discover the way which, in
the last resort, will lead us to the pacific settlement of
th e most difficult problems. .

19. But this is not the only consideration which ex
plains the position adopted by my delegation in con
nexion with the Palestine question. Side by side with
the general reasons to which I have referred, a special
interest prompts my country to help to promote by
conciliation a satisfactory understanding between the
countries directly concerned.

20. Like all the Latin-American countries, Panama,
through Spain, is greatly indebted to the Arab people.
We cannot forget the important part played by that
people 'in science, philosophy and the arts, as well. as
in culture generally; nor can we ever. forget the Im
mense benefits which all our Hispanic nations have
derived from the great work of civilization accomplished
by the Arabs, or the deep imprint which that 'Work has

:fkt~i~ ": .. , '. ~ller,_a1_·.._A_""'_~.....~_"'_b_l..:.7.....·.,..,L_._eV-e_D_th.; ...:.- ~...._.......,:__>"'__~.......~"l"'_......,

~~ ~ '(Tli~ Ad HQC Political Committee had three draft
r~,o.1iu:tion$ before it on the subject. The first was
spoli1sOred jointly by Canada, Denmark, Ecuador, the
Netherlands, Norway and JJruguay, and subsequently
by Cuba and Panama; an amendment to it was pre..
sented 'by Chile, another jointly by Colombia, Costa
),lica, .El Salvador, Haiti and Honduras, and a third.by
Peru. Later, the Norwegian representative, on behalf
of .the sponsors of the draft resolution, after con"
sitltation with the representatives of the States which
had introduced amendments, presented a third revision
of the draft resolution, taking into account some of the
various amendments. As a result, the representatives
of Chile and Peru, and the representative 6f Costa
Rica on his own behalf. and on behalf of Colombia,
El .Salvador, Haiti and Honduras, withdrew their re
spective amendments. Finally, at the 38th meeting, on
10 December, the Canadian representative introduced'
a new revised text of the eight-Power draft .resolution
which took into account certain suggestions made by
the representative of Mexico.

,8. ('The second draft resolution before the Committee
on the Palestine question was submitted by Afghanis~
tan, Indonesia, Iran and Pakistan.

9. Lastly, at a meeting on 10 December, the Syrian
representative submitted a third draft resolution, .
10. It(t'he course of- the discussion, Mr. Mohamed
Fadil AI-Jamali made a statement in the name of the
Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan, afte!,th~ Chairman of
~he Committee had read communications-tofhe Sec"
retary-General from the Foreign Minister of Jordan
authorizing .Mr. AI-Jamali to present the J~rdan Gov..
ernment's VIews on the matter. -.

~ 0.

11. On completion of its discussion, the Ad Hoc
Political Committee voted' on the three draft resolu
tions in the order of their submission. First, the Com
mittee rejected, bya roll-call. vote of 21 to 13, with
24 abstentions, a proposal by the Syrian representa
tive to. give priority in voting to the Syrian draft
resolution,

12. The revised eight-Power draft resolution as a
whole was adopted by a roll-call vote of 32 to 13, with
13 abstentions. The joint draft resolution submitted
by Afghanistan; Indonesia, Iran and Pakistan was re
jected by 27 votes to 14, with 13 abstentions, and the
Syrian draft resolution was rejected by 26 votes to 13,
with 19 abstentions.

13. In accordance with those decisions, I have the
honour to recommend, on behalf of the Ad Hoc Politi..
cal Committee, that the General Assembly should ap
prove the draft resolution reproduced in the report of
thatCommittee (Aj2310).

14. The PRESIDENT: At a previous meeting
[403rd] "the General Assembly decided that there should
be a discussion on the item now before us. In view of
the fact, however, that fifteen meetings of the Ad Hoc
Political Committee were devoted to this question and
that 135 interventions were made, I would hope that
the statements in the discussion here might be reason
,~bly brief. Perhaps we might agree on a m~ximum limit
:Q(.thirty minutes for each statement. Lthink I should
:Mlitt. out, also, that, although the General Assembly
,agf,~~'d to have a general discussion, it' would still lie
{j,i1fttJn order for representatives to refrain from taking

( I
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29. Mr. AL-JAMALI (Iraq) : The issue of Palestine
which is now before the General Assembly is not a new
issue. We have already heard many of the arguments
and a great deal of debate here. I wish on))" to present
the point of view of my delegation on this matter in
brief. ,. ,

30. The delegation of Iraq believes that the issue of
Palestine constitutes the barometer of the humanconsci
ence, It is also the barometer of the relationship be
t~een East an~ ':Vest and the barometer o~ the applica-
tion of the principles of the Charter. \~'

\"

31. We ate bound here, as an assot;iation,by cettailJ,.
basic principles of the Charter. We are also bound by
fundamental declarations concerning human rights.
Are these basic principles and these. human rights
respected in the case 'of the Arabs ()'f Palestine' and in
the '.' case of the Palestine question as a Whole; or are
they being violated by the influence of certain pressure
groups and by the i~fluence of power politics? In the
view of my delegation, the fut11ire of the world and:
the future of peace depend upon the recognition' 0,£
basic principles and basic values. I would ask the:
General Assembly to consider seriously the dark £uture

,0. _ ,. . •. h .. 4051h~S-18~ 1952 3ft

left on the intellectual tbhu~on of the western world. practical purpose would be served by adopting here"
Our debt to the Arab people is great; but we, and the on this matter, amendments which are not aimed at
entire world are. no less heavily indebted to the Jewish bringing about agreement between Israel and the Arab
people. Outstanding personalities belonging to that ex- States. And, unless. I am mistaken, the amendment
ceptionplly gifted race have also left their deep and submitted by the delegation of the Philippines does
illuminating influence on science and the various not seem to me to be of that kind.
branches of culture; and that is a circumstance which 25. On the other hand, I may say that some of the
countries that have felt that influence, like our Latin important points appearing in the amendment have been
Americancountrles, must needs bear in mind.; incorporated in tbe draft we are considering here, since

G 21. In' the case of my country, there is another rea- that draft makes provision for the religious interests
son, a more special one, perhaps, which explains why of third parties; a point to which our Latin..American
my delegation is so anxious that the Palestine question delegations attach particular importance. Hence, in the
should be settled by conciliation. In Panama there is an opinion of my delegation, the main points of the amend-
Arab community and a Jewish community which for ment are already covered by the draft we are dis-
many years have devoted themselves chiefly to trade cussing.
and industry, and whose industriousness and love of 26. Furthermore, it would hardly be very wise on
order have at all times commandedthe greatest respect. the part of the sponsors of the draft resolution........a graft
Many members of these most valuable communities d
have become assimilated to our people, adopted out 'c. ;which, as I have said, seeks to ;~'!fodu,ce harmony an

1"" 'underetanding between /che prospective negotiators-
citizenship, and, by their labour,' temperance and civic to propose that this rouad-table conference should dis..
virtues, are contributing to the country's development cuss definite and, So to speak, explosive issues, which
and growth. Panama has nothing but praise forthe we know might, instead of becoming the subject of
high integrity and sense ot responsibility displayed by harmonious discussion, lead to acrimonious and violent
these communities which, as I have said, have as- debate. i\Itn~Jght almost be said that such a course
sociated themselves so closely with our national activi- would Be tant3mo",pt to introducing dynamite into a
ties, share our joys and sorrows so intimately and have round-table conference in which weaU desire that.
established on our soil so many model homes which we harmony and understanding should prevail.
today regard as an integral part of our nation. -.
22. These considerations explain why my delegation 27.. At all events,'~hiY delegation I has the satisfaction

of having acted, with regard. to this problem, in a spirit
appears today as one of the delegations proposing and of great impartiality and with the greatest respect for
supporting the draft -we are considering] and they also theipoints of view of both parties to the dispute. .
explain why every possible effort has been made to I

ensure that the draft is couched in the most conciliatory 28. In explaining. the attitude my delegation has
spirit possible. adopted, and our reasons, I should like to say that we
23. The essential points of the amendments proposed entertain the hope that this effort will not have been
'by various Latin-American delegations were incor- made in vain, and that the draft resolution we. have
porated in. the original draft, and a half-way position, submitted, and which the Committee now submits to
so to say, was adopted between the points of view of us in its report, will meet with the approval of this
the Arab States and Israel. For, while the draft recom- Assembly and contribute to mutual respect and peace
mends direct negotiations taking into account the resolu- between two peoples for whom my delegation has t~.e

.. tions of the 'General Assembly and the Security Council greatest esteem and feels thegreatest sympathy. ..
011 matters concerning the refugees, compensation and
frontiers, it is also felt that, if fresh negotiations are
to be started, it is not possible, as was so eloquently
~tated by the distin~~i~hed rep~esentative of Ecuador
m the A:d Hoc Politica! Committee, that they should
be restricted. to the rigid limits of a literalInterpreta
tion of past resolutions, for that would really be tanta-.
mount to creating a situation" in which one of the
parties would approach the negotiations with a pre
determined settlement in mind, which would make it
quite unnecessary to negotiate.

24. .My delegation was greatly interested in the Philip
pine amendment [AIL.134] to the draft resolution
under discussion. My delegation appreciates the motives
which caused the distinguished delegation of the
Philippines to submit the amendment. We know that,
like us, that delegation is animated by the best motives
and that, together with us, it is also seeking peace
and the agreement both of the Arab States and of
Israel. Nevertheless, I must, point out that, at this
advanced stage of the discussion. which has gone on
for so long. we ought to accept only those amendments
which are likely to be acceptable to the two. partles
*0 the controversy. My delegation does not think any
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which faces the world if. these principles and values cannot abandon their rights to their homes in Pales-

. d (" tine. This should be regarded as an established fact,a~v'\gnore .' \ , 1" . ' - d' t
3",,:-:' )The situation in P~le~tine is quite simple. P~les- and 110 matter what power pO.\~lCS . lcta~e; no mat er
tl;:-:"ncer' l~s, a country. which for thousands 0, f years. had what Zionist propaganda does 1n~~j¥gif{d, t~at truth
. remains established. We have only to read history to'

been inhabited by a certain peace-loving people. Those learn that Arab rerations with Palestine are not a
people were living peacefully in their homes: they passing phase, that they are not temporary and not
interfered with no one; they usurped nobody's rights. changeable. Arab relations with .Palestlne are per-
Now they are homeless and destitute, and the very manent, and this is a permanent factor and a permanent
question of their right to their homes is left in the air. element in the politics of the Middle East.
That is the situation of Palestine today. One million
Arabs have been rendered homeless, and, their right to 37. Now we are faced with a Zionist peace campaign,
their own homes, established by the Charter and by The Zionists want pea-ce with the Arab world; but
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, is left in peace on what basis? The Zionists want peace, but for
the air' by the eight-Power draft resolution submitted what and for whom? Certainly, the Arabs, are peace-
by the Ad Hoc Political Committee. loving people. The Arabs also want peace, but they
33. The United Nations adopted, in 1947, a resolution want peace on the basis of the recognition of mutual
which was a great calamity for the Arab world; and rights. But that is not the basis on which the Zionists'
which disturbed peace and stability. This resolution want peace. They want peace on the basis that the
[181 (ll)] partitioned ~alestin~ into three zones-.a Arabs should stay out of their homes, should give up
Jewish, an Arab and an international zone. That tragic their homes and go. Then there could be peace and co-
situation led, as we had anticipated, to the Arabs under- operation in the realm of economics, culture, irrigation,
taking the sacred defence of their own ~9mes. I~ led etc.
to a struggle. Now::::-,i'e Arabs are told: your rights 38. Such a peace can never be visualized by the Arabs
are to be negotiated. They are not clear. Your rights and can never be accepted. The Arabs recognize the
to your own homes need to be negotiated". And it is expansionist views of the Zionists. The Arabs, know
here that a new calamity and a new blow is directe~ full well how Zionism started as a spiritual movement.
at the Arab world. Whatever was left of the Arabs Then it turned towards a national home, and then to..
rights in the 1947 resolution is now to become the wards a State. That State accepted partition, but now
subject of negotiation, as if it were not already estab- it has gone beyond partition. It ,,:ant~ to go one further
lished by the resolution itself. step and to possess the area which It took beyond the
34. The Zionists argue that they came to Palestine limits of the partition and incorporate it in its own
because they have religious connexions with Palestine, area. After that, it wants to go on to the next stage, to
'because they have historical connexions with Pales- consolidate what it has and to open up the Arab mar-
tine, because the Arabs have vast areas and could kets and the Arab potentials so that the Zionists in the'
evacuate Palestine, and, last but not least, because they pn~t~d States and elsewhere can stop paying money to
want to develop the Arab countries and help the Arabs sraei. .
to develop their own countries. These arguments cannot 39. Israel is in economic difficulties; and that is why
diminish or whittle down the Arab rights to their own it wants peace. It does not want peace because it recog..
homes. nizes Arab rights in Palestine; it wants peace because
35. The Jews have his~orical con~exio.ng..with P~les- it wants markets and economic development, Such a
'tine; but many other nations have historical ~onnexlons peace can never be attained. No Arab would be ready
in many parts of the world; and such connexions do not to meet the Zionists on that basis.
entitle them to occupy those areas. The Jews have 40. , We believe that Mr. Ben-Gurion, in his recent
spiritual connexions with Palestine. That is true, but statement to the correspondent of The New York
the Moslems and Christians also have similar con- Times, gave the whole world a very clear and frank
nexions with Palestine. It is argued that the Jews have declaration of Zionist intentions. These intentions are
no home, but we do not admit this fact, because we very clear. The Zionists do not want to negotiate about
believe that the Jews,wherever they are, are citizens Palestine. For them, the Palestine issue is closed; for
of the country in which they live, and that country IS the Palestine issue consists of three parts: territorial
their home. To say that the Jews have no home would adjustment; return of the refugees, and Jer~salefil.
mean uprooting the allegiance and loyalty of the Jews, When Mr. Ben-Gurion was asked what Tel Aviv was
everywhere. The statement that Palestine is but a preoared to do to foster peace, he said they were ready
small portion of the Arab world and that the Arabs can to help to settle Arab refugees, both financially and
do without it is flatly rejected by every Arab, for Pales- with the aid of their experience, He said that this would,.
tine is a part of the Arab body. Palestine is the eye of not under any conditions include the return of the Arab
the Arab body, it is the most precious part o£ the emigrants to Israel. That was the first principle. The
,!\rab body, and the Arabs are as deeply attached to natural rights of the Arabs, the human rights rec?g".
Palestine, spiritually; physically and materially, as any nized under the Charter, are flatly and frankly denied
person is attached to his own home. They are, in fact, to them, When asked whether Israel would make any
even more 'deeply attached, since Palestine has a spiri- territorial concessions, Mr. Ben-Gurion said there could
tual significance which is not found in any other part bh no such concessions, but-there could be minor adjust-
of the world, Palestine is too precious to be given up ments and exchanges of pieces of land in orderto
by the Arabs, who are its rightfulowners. straighten ou~ the ~rontier. That wa~ the ;!answer .of
36.. We must face the truth and the facts. We must Mr. Ben..Gurion with regard to territory. :Regarding
read history and we must study geography. ~he Arabs Jerusalem, Mr. Ben-Gurion said that for the I~rae1is
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50. Mr. MOSTAFA (Egypt) Oranslated from
-French/), At this crucial moment, when the General
Assembly is called upon to take a decision fraught with
serious consequences, .1 do not propose, to reopen th,e
debate on the 'Palestine question. I wish merely to i01- .
press upon the Assembly the far-reaching nature of
the decision which it is about to take. It isa decision on
which the restoration of peace in Palestine will depend;
which will decide whether the rights of a million.: p~o
,pIe to their homeland and their property are 10 -ik
respected or whether "the present tragic situation in
Palestine is' to. be perpetuated and the rights of the
Arab refugees ignored. 0" • .'

51. The ... draft resolution now before the Assembly
contains two basic elements. The first is an invitation
to the ~arties concerned to enter into ditectnegotia..

46. , But the basic 'tragedy concerning this draftresolu
,tiQn is that it questions and leaves in the air rights that
have already beenestablished. by previous r.esQlutloq~.
.Upon the decision to be taken by the GeneralAssembly,
much depends in the Middle East.

47. Stability in the Middle East today is a question
of great importance, and we believe that the adoption
of the eight-Power draft resolution would impair that
stability 'and' contribute to unrest, The Middle East
needs to have confidence in the United Nations, confi
dence in those Powers which are behind the United
Nations, and I am afraid~at this draft resolution
.would not contribute to that confidence. Unfortunately,
on the other hand, it would weaken the confidence of
the people of the Middle East.

48. The Arab world feels that if there .. is such a thing
.as human rights in the world, they should apply to
everyone. The Arabs are .as human .as other people.
The AraJb refugees are just as"human as the prisoners
of war in Korea. A great deal of time has been spent
in debating the rights of those prisoners, particularly
their right not to be detained by force, and I cannot see
how the same principles can be ignored when it comes
to the consideration of the Arab . refugees and the~r
right to return to their homes. ..'

49. 'We' are told that Palestine has no space for the
Arab refugees. But let us note what Mr. Ben-Gurion
said in his statement. He said that, he thought "the'
present population of 1,600,000 cou1d be increased ~o
4 million in a decade, largely through immigration of
.Jew's from such areas as French North Africa".. Mr.
Ben-Gurion said further: .~'The present boundaries
could support a population of' 6 million". These are the
words of Mr. Ben-Gurion, Israel can find a place for
p million people, and yet the rights of 850,000 Arab
refugees are to be disregarded because the Arabs have
vast territories. What has that to do with the right
of the refugees to return to their homes? What has it
to do with their human rights? I ask every representa
tive here to understand why the Arabs feel that they
are being treated unjustly. I sincerely hope that the
United Nations will not put 'on record a further blow
to Arab rights, a further blow to the United Nations
Charter and to the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights. I hope that every representative will vote
against the eight-Power draft resolution submitted to
the General Assembly by the Ad Hoc Political Com-
mittee.· ". '

.. 405,th")leedQg~18'iDece1J1beJt,19il" I "
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the fnture of' that 'cit)"- was as. much settled as that of
Washington or London. " .

41. Those were the answers given by the responsible
head of Israel; but those answers were not news, to us.
Th\lrefore to think that there is any possibility of

!'iicg~iations for peace unless the fion!st~ change th~ir
:/ soul$~~-!heir,m~tW.f.')change their principles and grve

up their-possesslve expansionist attitude, is to be mis
taken. There can 'be no negotiations, and there can be
no peace on that basis. We want this to be established
-in the mind of everyone here; there /Jhould be no
misunderstanding. ' \;

'c.

42. We believe that the Zionists now want to con
clude their first act, the consolidation of Palestine, and
then to start on their second act, that of bringing pres
sure to bear on the Arabs to open their markets and
their countries for a new type of-:colonialism. That is
'very well understood and appreciated by the Arab
world. We believe that the eight-Power draft resolu-

,don, however well-intentioned, does not face the realities
:0£ the situation and is not based ona real understanding
of Arab feelings and Arab thoughts with respect to
Palestine. It purports to be impartial, but, from the
Arab point of view, it is very partial.

43. We were amazed to hear the representative of
.Panama, who spoke just before me, say that he would
reject the amendment presented by the Philippine dele
gation because it ~as n~t accepted by one par~y an.d
that would make it partial, How can he describe his
own draft resolution as impartial, when it has been
rejected by the other party? Thf( argument of impar-
tiality is not accepted by us. i(

.44. We believe, as I mentioned before, that this new
draft resolution strikes a new blow to the Arab world.
It is intended to make therights of the Arabs, which
rights were established t! past resolutions of the Gen
eral Assembly, subject to argument, debate and ne
·gotiation. The General Assembly cannot so easily under
mine rights which have already been established and
subject them to argumentation. This isa blow, not only
to the Arabs, but also to the United Nations itself. It
undermines United Nations prestige. In our opinion,
this resolution will not contribute to conciliation be
cause, as I have said, the Arabs, being aware of the
Zionist attitude and Zionist thought, are not now and
never will be ready to discuss matters with the Zionists
until they observe a change of mind and heart on the
part of the Zionists. And we see no evidence of that
:as~et.

45. The eight-Power draft resolution does not take
into consideration the real attitude of the Zionists. The
document was drafted before Mr. Ben-Gurion made
'his statement, although we had been fully aware of his
:policy and had expressed our knowledge of it. But our
\vords were not considered to be impartial. Now the
'words come from the mouth of the first responsible
'man of the State of Israel. Therefore, I say, the eight
'Power draft resolution is not realistic; it does not
.approach the situation in the true perspective, As I
have said, this draft resolution will not lead to peace
-or conciliation. That is understood. It will not lead to
negotiation. Mv Government has already instructed me
-on that point. No negotiations will take placejrio con
ciliation is possible on the basis o(Jpis draft resolution.;r "-,
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56. Mr. RODRIGUEZ\ FABREGAT·· (Uruguay)'
(translated fram Spanish): We have before-us today
the report and draft resolution of the Ad Hoc Political
Coihtriittee presented to us~.:.'?Y our colleague from. the
Dominican Republic.

57. We are about to adopt a resolution which, as has
just been stated from thisrostrum, deals with one' of
the basic items in our agenda, It is one of our basic
items because it implies the pOssibility of making peace
between tweequally esteemed, equally admired and
equally belovedconli:nuriities: the community of the
Arab countries and tfie community of Israel. They have
had their' fight, they are now i~ the ~ifficult period of
truce. We all hope that they w111 achieve peace, In an
attempt to create a definite chance of this peace, four,
Latin-American countrles-s-Cuba, Ecuador, Panama
and Uruguay-associated themselves with four other
countries-c-Canada, Denmark, the Netherlands and
Norway. By what means? By the simplest, 'Yhich has
not always been the easiest means; that is, by direct
negotiation· and direct understanding, between the
parties to this dispute. For this purpose, these eight,
countries submitted for consideration by the AdHQC

Political Committee a draft resolution which is perhaps
the simplest and most straightfctward of all. '

58. The draft resolution merely provides that the
Assembly, holding thi~ moment timely, considering the
item which had been placed on the Assembly's agenda
by the Powers mentioned by the fiipPQrteur of the
Ad Hoc Political Committee, and bearing in mind the
whole background of the problem, should urge the
parties to seek a direct understanding between them
selves and;"after raising all the aspects of the problem,
should agree atn9q.g themselves and work out the peace
which is indispensable in that magnificent region of
the world where both communities live, and indis
pellsable for the future of their children and their)
peoples. . .

.59. The proposal is simple. It is as simple as 'the very
word which inspired it-"peace". There is nothing
simpler than to say it. I!),. my language i,t i~ only a
monosyllable, a three-letter word: pa:. But It stands
for it.~~tice and joy in the home of man. In this dramatic
case it would mean above all joy, peaceful joy in the
hearts of the Arab mothers who have seen and suffered
the bloodshed and consequences of this fight; peace a.nd
joy, finally, in the hearts of the Jewish mothers, who
would no longer awaken in the night, filled with 3illguish
at the thought that, because of the discrimination against
them, their children may again be persecuted and dis
criminatedagainst by society. That is what peace means
to us. (/

60. This simple word was brought before the Ad HQC

Political Committee in a proposal which was itself, at
the beginning, perfectly simple. Subsequently, however,
the proposal was complicated, and the c9mp1ic~tions
were not always easy to settle. TheColhmittee met
day after day, as its report states, and as our rappor
teur has said. The Committee met on 25 ~~,Jvember and
completed its business two. weeks later. Its work'COtlM

sisted not only of study in committee, ill debates Which
were at times somewhat violent, but also in work out
side the Committee, when representatives met-and I
had the honour to be among them~t~ search a11Xio~sly
for the sentence, the word, the If!~ti, the expression,

'- .- .,..
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tions with a view td solving the Palestine dispute. My
delegation has ,~lways maintained that dire~t neg9ti;;t.
nons area procedure likely to ac~ieve no pc.~dtive re..
sults unless ,the. parties' to the dispute agree as to the
'actual point at issue, Hence the second element in
the draft resolution before the Assembly.

52. Since the beginning of the Palestine dispute and
of United Nations intervention to solve it" the organs
of the United Nat.ions have adopted a serie~oof resolu
tionsprovidingfbr a solution. My delegation abides
by these resolutions, It demands, as in, the past, that
theyshould be implemented and applied. Israel refuses
to give effect to ,them and takes its stand on the present
de facto situation. The Israel delegation hasrepeatedly
stated in the AIJ'Roc Political"Colllmittee that ito Go~
ernment regards the resolutions as a dead letter. On 15
December, The New York Times reported an interview
with the Prime Minister of Israel in which the latter
clarified his Government's pt;:;ltion on the basic issues
constituting the Palestine dispute. Asked whether Israel
agreed to tHe re~urn of th~ Arab. refugees ~o their
homes, to a Ce$S10n of territory and to the, interns
tionalization of Jerusalem, the Prime Minister of Israel
replied by a categorical negative. That is nothing more
nor less than the negation of the United Nations resolu
tions which afford a solution of the problem. It is a
challenge to. the United Nations.

53'. Yet the draft resolution before us appears to
ignore these resolutions and gives the impression of
encouraging Israel to go ahead with its policy. That
being so, it would be quite pointless as it stands. It
ignores the existing resolutions of the General As
sembly, vet it calls on. the parties to undertake direct
negotiations, despite-the f~ct that one of the parties co~
cerned has already had Its say and has stated that It
does not intend to respect the recommendations of the
United Nations. This means that the draft resolution
calls on One party to submit to the law of the other,
which is tantamount to condemning in advance the ne
gotiations which the draft resolution calls on the parties
to undertake. The draft resolution as it stands would
serve no useful purpose, On the contrary; it has the
effect of ct)nfir~ing a fait accomplil in defiance of the
law of the United Nations.

54. If the draft resolution is not amended so as to
reaffirm and respect the existing United Nations resolu
tions on the Palestine question, my delegation will. be
compelled to vote against it. The Egyptian delegation
repeats that the, adoption-of the draft resolution as it
stands wotdd constitute a denial of the existing resolu..
tioas and of a people's right to live in their homeland;
it woul4 indeed mean the suppression of that right.
The. adottion of thedraft r~solution wou!d certai~ly 
trot eontribute to the "restoration of peace m Palestine
or to a just and~qhitablesolution of the tragic refugee
problem.

55~ My delegation has studied the amendment [A,I
L.1.34] submitted by the Philippine delegation. I should
like to" ~ay trip~te. to the spirit of conci!ia!ion which

. lU,ove~ th~ Philippine delegation to subm~ ItS.amend
ment, which undoubtedly represents an Improvement
on the original text-. If this amendment is. adopted by
the Genera] Assembly, my delegation will have no ob
jection in princil?,e 1~9 voting for the draft resolution
so;(amended. ~, ..

;.
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the article, the addition, the artiendment,. wQi~-might we wish to put an end, fonnerly lived together on 0the
bring'us the J>Ossibility of that peace which was and ancestral, eternal and sacred soil of Spain, where Jewi$b
is the only object· of the eiglitnations, among them the poe~s, architects, discoverers and scholars, the philoso-
four Latin-American nations, that sponsored the ori- phers of the Hebrew Ianguage, gave expression to their
ginal dl'aft resolution and supportedIt in the form in noblest .. thought, whose lustre will not be dimmed by
which it is ~owsubmitted to the Assembly. The most time, Wh,ib. we name one of them, Maimonides, do we
complex part of the draf~\ resolution is paragraph 4 hot refer to values' which belong equa.lly to the three
of. the, operative part, wh.ch urges' the governments cultures of the Spanish fatherland? .~imonides eml'"
concerned to enter at an early date, without prejudice bodies the Jewish and Arab contributiotlw tll~ people
to their respective rights and claims, into direct nego- and land of Spain, a treasure w~ic:h was brought to us
tintions for the establishment of a settlement, bearing across the ocean that Spanish ships crossed to bring
in mind the "resolutions as well as the principal obj<jc- to our Ameri'1,a the-forms of the progress, 'learning and
tives of the United Nations on the Palestine question, faith of their country. "
including the religious interests of third patties.

65. We must also mention the Arab architects, en...
61. My delegation took great pains to Secure the gineers and sculptors who built alha111bra;s, glraldas a~~
inclusion of the final provision of the paragraph 1 have mosques, and brought to the breathtakingly' romantic
just. read: "including the religious interests of third Andalusian night the song of the. mountain streams
parties". That means, fundamentally, lest there be any Which filled with music the gardens ot Spain and the
misunderstanding as to the interpretation of the phrase history of its people.
as we supported it, the religious interests and rights 6i
the Christian world. •... , 66.U£xcuse me for conjuring up 'the past ip tqjs way,

but it is anexpression of love, the expression of love
62, We maintained-«and when I say "Wf;" I mean my whereby the peoples of Latin America wish to help to
delegation and 111y Government-e-that the' Christian bring that possibility of peace. between thE-~two ~om..
world also has very special rigQts inthe Palestine ques- mnnities which confront, one another on the sod of
~~on; these rights a.re.directly' connected with the use Palestine to fruition. \i

._ 6f the Holy' Places m Palestine. The Holy Places must

.: receive the status and consideration which will allow 67. In the mean time, the delegation of the ~hilip..
of the development and implementation of the religious pines has submitted anamendment, I ~ke ·tpe b1;»ertY
tights and interests of a1!1 so that the forms and rites of saying, with all th~ respect and cOllslder~tlon~hlc\1
of'their faith may be carried outand the hopes of their the Philippine delegatu~~ ments. from us-t.be ~onslp~~a:
belief and love realized in those Holy Places. We did tion which leads a Latin-American to see lp the Pmbp.
not go further than that in previous debates, nor shall pine repre~entative', nC?t a ~tranger but" his very self,
we go further in this one, because for us that is the not a foreigner but his nelgJ,1bour,. not one separated
fundamental factor in the statement and solution of in thought, space and history,. but one bound to ~s by
this problem, which embraces the extremely important the same heroic adventure which defies the centu~le~-
and delicate problem of religion itself.' . I' take the liberty, humbly and respectfull~, of POltittrtg
63. The ancient land of' Palestine-e-as I have. had the out to the Philippine representative that It might per .
honour to tell the Assembly from this Same rostrum on baps have 'b\een'po~sible to discuss .~~is amendlJ.lent dur:...
another occasion-has witnessed events other than those ing t!ie defiate In the.Ad Hoc,Pobttcal Committee. We,
of the everyday drama of human life. Where the voice were'together. there fC?r many days,fro~ the 25th ,to
of the prophets !l'f old was heard, there the modern the 39th meetlng'athat IS, from 251'fQvember_to~11 De..
world should, in the name of the venerable faith that cember, as ther~)port says. The sixty delegatlons0!l
lives in everyone'sheart, secure respect for interests the Ad Hoc Political Committee were together;l1p{1~
an-d rights so that, in that land of hallowed memories, ously . seeking this formula which has fin~l,ly "been
peoples who seem so disunited and whom We wish to brought before the General Assembly .as o~erJng .~
see united in the name of human progress may at last possibility ~f ,peace ~etweenpeoples. and ~~t10PS" ~~o
live together.', belong tothis international Orga11!zabon. ~ en,;t n)tgb~

perhaps have been possible 'tb, diSCUSS thls~polnt; but,
64. In this same Assembly there have been occasions as the representative of' Panama has alread~~d, does
when the delegations of the Arab countries and that this p.oint,.whether ~~oposed in committee Q~~c;~JY
of Israel have discussed and voted together, and have submitted :n the Assembly, ottetanyg~eater.posslb,ihty
jointly contributed the results of their thought, intelli- of peacej Will1llt be an advantage to,~mend the p~o-
gence and faith; for example, in the matter of the posed .resolution in this way? Willl't ~n~apce: .he;
adoption of Spanish as a working language of the Eco- 'chances of peace between Arabs and Israelis If we hepe
nomic and Social Council. On that occasion Arabs and ,introduce an amendment saying "that they, who must
Israelis were-on the same side, speaking of Spanish - make their 0'v.npe~ce ~nd a~oid bloodshed bet~een
with the same enthusiastic affection, which filled us future generations of their children, should take lntp,.
with so much faith and optimism, calling it, as we do, consideration, not wha~ they co~sider to ~e. the ~l~tt}Ulit$.,>

Hour language". Vvhyr Our. colleague .fromoFanatna, of the :proplem, but those which we dlCt~t<fJo tll!~'
spe~kingat the beginning of the ~eeti1'ig with great here? \V,),uld the chances of peace increase. be~Us'«
clarity of 'i:fiought,was able to explain why the Latin- we told th,~111 that they must strive for peace, for pe~~~
American delegations had united to seslc the possibilitYilamong theb· peoples, only if they take into accdunt·the
of. peace provided by this .pra£t resolution~ Nothi"g ilprinciple of the intedlati'onalizatidnof ,Jeruse.,Jei1? B.:t
per·taining to. the Arab OJ; to the ,JewiSh ~ol11munity seem,s to ,me that this would,. co~?Ucate th~f,:PlloJ!tt.}.
can be alien to 11S. These communities, which have in ~omewhat, and first of all the de~.~sIIC01t,of the. A:$~~~."0 i.."
our days opposed each other in this struggle to which Itself. '. ". " ;.'" ,•. l
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Committee, whichw~ support, and on the amendment
proposed by' the PhilippJnes, which we oppose. At this
stage of the debate, however, I should like to confine
my remarks toa reflection on the observations made
by the representatives of Iraq and Egypt concerll:tng
the 'Views. of the Prime Minister of Israel on the
methods and procedures whereby peace and conciliation
should be secured between Israel and the neighbouring
Arab States.

74. Since the views. of the Prime Minister have been
quoted in the context of newspaper clippings,. I am
authorized and instructed to say that the Prime Minister
has made no statemento~any kind reflecting his author..
ized and formulated views to any 'representative of the
Press within recent weeks. He has had a luncheon party
which was attended. by. represen.tatives of the Press,
among other guests. The Prime Minister is always
pleased to offer the hospitalit,Y of his table to foreign
visitors, including representatives of the Press who, in
the pursuit of their avocation, are entitled to publish
their own interpretations of his frame of mind. He
does, however, feel very strongly, as the head of tipe
Government of a Member State of the United Nations,
that only the official and formulated views of that gov
ernment's leaders and representatives can have official
status in a discussion before the highest international
organs.

75. On one matter of the most profound and reverent
international interest, the Prime Minister himself has,
within recent days, issued an official formulation of ~is
viewpoint, a formulation which is a proper subject for
international discussion, whether in supportor criticism,
That statement reads i

44In') clarjficatlonand amplification of Israel's posi
tion on Jerusalem and the Holy Places, the Ambas
sador of Israel has been authorized to issue the fol
lowing communication from the Prime Minister of
Israel, ivtr. David Ben-Gurion, dated 15 December
1952. The communication states:

U (With regard to, the attitude of the Government
of Israel on the question of Jerusalem and its Holy
Places, I should like to confirm that the declarations
made by Ambassador Eban on. 1 Dece~~r and 9
December 1952 before the Ad Hoc Political Com
mittee of the United Nations expressing our reverent
concern for the' Holy Places and religious interests
in Jerusalem and elsewhere in the country fully
representour established and immutable policy. State'"
ments are published on different occasions on the
subject of Jerusalem, which In the varying circum
stances of the context cannot contain a full and-ex
ha;t1stive. formulation of Israel's attitude to all as
pects of the Jerusalem problem. Such statements
cannot possibly be construed in any way as detract
ing from or modifying our basic policy with regard
to the Holy Places and religious interests in the
Holy Land, in whose protection and accessibility
Israel is willing to show a eo-operativeattitude at all
times. We are resolved to hold these sacred interests
invlolate.' "

76. Thus the Prime Minister·s statement of 15 De..C

cember 1952 rests u~on obseryations which were ~~de
on my Government s .behaH In the Ad Hoc Political
Committee on 1 and 9 December. The statement of 1
December reads:

68. My' delegation which, in tlie matter 9f the Holy
Places, argued for religious tights, and against inter...
nationalization, would have to alter its views on the
matterconsiderably tiefQte it could vote for a resolution
including that point, £91' it is not possible to introduce'
in a resolution a problem which is Cl constant source
of 'arduous and difficult debate, and is one of the causes

"of discord between the two communities between whom
we want peace to be re..established.

69.. It is not difficult to reach the conclusion that this
amendment will not advance the cause of peace. It will
not persuade the parties to this strife to. seek peace
through more earnest and diligent consultations. It will
not provide a short..cut to peace. It does not offer any
fresh chance for the final termination of that conflict.
It, does not even lead to understanding among the
delegations in this Assembly which are outside that
dispute; it even sets delegation against delegation in
this Assembly. Is this, then, a time, when we are seek...
ing peace, to incorporate elements which may so amend
the substance that the aim of the proposal will be
radically changedf .

70. I respectfully suggest to the Philippine representa
trve that we should consider this point more carefully
and recognize once a:qd for all that the draft resolution •
submitted by the Ad' Hoc Political Committee is at
least.an expression of the Assembly's hope, without
impoeing anything, that the communities which are still
fighting should negotiate and reach a peaceful settle
ment.

71. It-would be quite another matter if, once Arabs
and Israelis Were finally happily,'sitting round the same
table, they remembered the passage in the resolution
which says "including the religious interests of third
parties" and the passage which says "bearing' in mind
the resolutions as well as the principalobjectives of the
United.Nations on the Palestine question", and them...
selves brought up, this question and made it one of the
principles on which their peace was to be based. Then,
and only then, will they express their vi~ws and will
they arrive at their own truth. But it cannotbe imposed
from outside.

72. It is such Cl delicate matter to deal with the fate
of contendingvcommunities and this problem is so

. del!cate and soitaught with hope, that m:y delegation
believes we h,ave gone as far as we can In .the draft
~resoluti6n before us. Let us bring the Arab and Israel
communities tog,~ther so that their representatives may
speak to each other; lftt the voice of the Arab and
Jewish mothers be heard in their words. That voice is
not only of this, time and of this struggle but centuries
old; it was raised in our time when an inhuman system
of discrimination insulted, in the children of Israel, all
the values of the human conscience. Let all the values
of their history and all their tradition of greatness
speak through the Arab and Israel representatives;
and may Arabs and.Jews rea~h the peace we wish for
them, the.peace which we wish them from the heart
of our America, with all its hope and all its faith in
justice and in peace.

73. ,Mr. EBAN (Israel): I rise at this stage on a
point of clarification, reserving the occasion at a later
stage to comment more substahtively ~n the draft
resolution Which comes to us from the AtlHoc Political

I ,
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'hOl1ld not like it to be uhde'rstooa. that my Govcrnl'l'
ment regards as accurate, complete oroxha1.tstive other
formulations whi~ constitute the writor's interpreta
tlon of the Pritl_;/ Minister's oWJtJPoint of view.!
should like to repeat that the officia1~ statements of the
Government of Israel, through its accredited ~ repre
sentatives, including the pUbl.i.c. statem.ent which 'I nave
read into the record, are &tate~rts for which the Gov
.ernment of Israel accepts £ull~ponsibility, and they
are open to the scrutiny, the appraisal or, if need be, the
criticism of the General Assembly. It WOUld, however,
I suggest, not 'be in keeping with the usual procedures
of international relations.to describe the viewpoints of
governments in terms other than those which such gov
ernments have officially authcrizcd,

81, Mr. SHUK'AIRl (Syria): I also reserve the
right of my delegation 'to intervene at a later stage to
explain fully i~s attitude towards the "various draft
resolutions and amendments- now before the General
Assembly. At this stage, I shall simply confine myself
to replying to the observations of tb,~ representative of
Israel.
82. ' In anutshell, the delegation of Israel has refuted
t~e statemen.t that appeared in The New York. Timls
o~ 15 December 1952. It is, of course, its right to
reject or to accept at its discretion the statements ap
pearing in the newspapers. I do not quarrel with Mr.
Eban in this regard. 1 agree with him that Israel should
be held responsible for only the official statements and
views expressed by"itsaccredited representatives'.
83. 0 Let U9 1}OW see to what extent the pollcy of Israel
on th~ major questions of Palestine has been expressed
throttgh the accredited representatives of Israel. You
all know that ThelVew York Times" on 15 Decenlber~
emph~si1.ed the three major problem~ of the Palesti~
questton: first, the Jerusalem questton, s.econdlYl tlle
terrhorial question, and thirdly, tHe refugee question.
84, With regard to the Jerusalem question, Mr. ~en
Gurion was alleged to have said in effect: IfJerusalem
is our capital. .To us, Jerusalem is our London and I;

our Washington. There can be no issue for negotiation
of the question of ] erusalem", \')
85. With regard to the refugee question, Mt. Ben
Gurion was alleged. to have said that not one refugee
could be permitted to be repatriated to his former
homeland, and again, there is no issue for negotiation,
86. ,On the territorial question, Mr. Ben-Gurion"w.s
alleg(~d bv The New York Times to have said that irom
the territory they held, there can be no cession, no
retreat, no withdrawal or relinquishment. So again
there is no issue for negotiation. '.
87•. In",n word, he ~as allegedly told the wo~ld througJt
The New York Ttmes that, on the question of the
refugees, there is no 'repatriation; with regard to Je
rusalem, there is no internationalization; and with
regard to territory, they hold what th~y have and ire
not prepared to retreat one inch fr@! the pre$el1it
demarcation line. Mr. Ben-Gurion,frorn the very b~gi;J!."
ning, closes the door to negotiation. He hopes .fa,t
negotiation~ but with 1'10 .repatriatiori, no internadona!"
~ation and no discussion of the"territorial aspects of tlte
situation.., .', .'
88. I would simply now ask Mr. Eban: what fi ···ins
to be negotiated? 1 'would address the same que~t~,;;'

,;:-J c

j, ,

"The Government of Israel has always shown a
. serious attitude to whatever proposals appeared 'able

at any given time to express and fulfil the interests
, of' the international community in the protection of

holy shrines and free access to them. This earnest
ijess and constructive spirit represents our constant
and reverent concern for the sacred associations which
hover over Jerusalem and the Holy Land."!

71. Further, on 9 December 1952, on instructions'
from my Go,:ernment an~ ..I.·.n. respo.ns.e.and. ~db.ut.e to a.n
amendment Introduced Ipto the Committee's draft
resolution 'concerning the religious interests of third
parties, I said:

"I have already accepted and I now' repeat my
Government's view that the passage in the resolution
which confirms the religious rights of third parties
is a valuable addition to any resolution which will
bring about negotiation between Israel and the Arab
States, An~ I reiterate our willingness, indeed our

, earnest desire, to have that sacred consideration con-
stantly before our eyes!,a ,'..

78. On the ~me occasion, in illustration of the general
attitude and viewpoints which these statements embody
'and express, 1. referred to the last and most recent
official document-of the United Nations on this prob
lem, namely, the report of the President of the Trustee",
ship Council to the General Assembly in 1960. On that
occasion, the President of the Trusteeship,Council paid
a tribute to what he called the Government of Israel's
"spir,it of conciliation which led it to submit to the
Trusteeship Council certain new proposals which, al
though . . . removed from the terms of the General
Assembly resolution [303 (IV)] of 9 December
1949 ••• nevertheless represent a considerable advance
towards a settlement of the vcrious aspects of the
problem of Jerusalem and the Holy Places in compari
son with the pro~sals" previously "submitted to the
General Assembly . The report of the President of the
Trusteeship Council concludes:

('I regret my inability to obtain more concrete re
sults from the two States" in Jerusalem; "but at least
there is still ground for hope that the understanding
and benevolent attitude of one of the two govern..
ments"--lsrael-'tconcerned towards the legitimate
demands of a11' the parties concerned for a just .and
therefore a lasting solution of.the difficult problem ...
will, finally persuade the other government"-Jordan
-"which possesses virtually all the! Holy Places, to
take the wishes 6f the United Nations into con
sideration and to collaborate loyally with it in en..
s~ring )ustice, peace and permanent security in the
City of Jerusalem, as well as the protection of and

. free access to the Holy Places."8

79. As !at as is known to my Government, no change
has come about in the attitude of either of these two
gl)Vernments.. as expressed and re~ected in tbi~ report
by·the President of thE Trusteeshtp Council. iJ

SO,. In making this clarification 011 a particular matter
which has been quoted from a newspaper Ilattic1e, IX

.b··'For a summary of.thi.sstatement., see Omcial Rtco"d~ (Jf
'lie Ge,nera' Assembl;v; Seve",tlf, Session; Ad Hoc Political
Commdlte, 29th, meeting.

"Ibid.; 37th meetinr.
'Ibid., Pi!h Session; Stlpi"ement No. 9; annex Ill.
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until the end of til~~t'.This is' not a newspaper quota..
tion, I am quoting'thft s~atement of Mr. Ben..Gurion.
93. What is even more curious, it was presented as an
official document by Mr. Ebanhimself in a letter which
he addressed to the Trusteeship Council in Geneva
'Yhen it was preparing the Statute for Internatlonaliza..
tion of Jerusalem..He presented this statement to the
Trusteeship Council in order to say in effect: "Your
work, the Statute of Jerusalem, cannot be implemented
because Jerusalem is our capital."
94. I ask Mr. Eban now if he can refute that state..
ment, It was certainly his right and within his power
to refute the statement In The New York Times. How..
ever, let me invite him to refute this statement, which
he himself introduced to the Trusteeship Council,
namely, that Jerusalem shall remain the capital of
Israel.
95. Thus it becomes quite clear that The New York
Times did not produce a false story; it only produced
a story which was consistent with the statements and
the policies of Israel. This is one point.

(r

%. Let us again search for the official view of'
Israel to find out what is its attitude in regard to these
three main questions. I have before me the third pro
gress report of the Conciliation Commission dated 21
June 1949. This is an official organ created by the
General Assembly, and I do not believe that Mr. Eban .
can say that the statements incorporated in the progress
reports of that-commission cannot be considered as the
opinions of the parties on the questions that have been
discussed. I think it is fortunate that, hy .a coincidence,
we have these documents at hand. .,
97. In paragraph 13 of that progress report of the
Conciliation Commission-and I ask those who repre
sent the Conciliation Commission in the General As
sembly _to, refute this statement if they think it is
false-we find the following:

"The Commission has not succeeded in achieving
the aCgeptanc~ of this principle"-the principle of the
repatrjatlon of the refugees-"by the Government
of Israel/" \

Here is a statement of fact by the Conciliation Corn"
mission, contained in its report to the General Assembly
in 1949, saying in black and white that the Commission
was unable to achieve the acceptance by the Government
of Israel of the principle of the repatriation of the
refugees-not of repatriation as a whole, but even of
the very principle o~\ the repatriation ~, the refugees.
98. Mr. Eban has a perfect right to\~ay that The
New YQt'k Time$cari~,ed a false story, li1 which Mr.
Ben-Gurion was alleged-to have said that he would not,
allow a single refugee 'tobe repatriated to his home..
la.ctJi, However, as we can: see, as far back as 1949
tne/Conciliation Commission' reoorted to the General
Assembly that it had failed to pbtain the acceptance by
Israel of the principle of repatriation.
99. Again let us follow the Conciliation, Commission
in its reports. I have before me the report of the Con"
ciliation Commission submitted to the General Assembly
on 2 September 1950. In that report, mention is made
of "the Technical Committee". This is' a sub-organ of
----~..'--• Se~ Official Records of the General A$$efflbl~ Fourlh S'S~
.don, \Ad Hoc Political Committee; Anne~, Vof. It. agenda
item 18.

-,

any representative in this Assembly who supports the
eight-Power.draft resolution submitted to the Assembly
by .the Ad H QC Political Committee. which calls for
direct negotiations, and ask him 'to instruct me and- to
familiarize me with the items that could be discussed
at the proposed conference. ,"
89. That draft resolution.urges the parties to enter
into direct negotiations. This is an international' (t)

cedure, We do not hate or dislike it ; we would ceri,...~Jly
encourage and support it. It is a normal procedure and

a» a means of pacific settlement' of every international
dispute. But tell me with all sincerity and with all
honesty, what are the questions tpat could be solved
or resolved when there is no internationellzationv no
repatriation and no discussion as" tot.~rritory? Can
any representative here, with logic, reason and sound
judwnent" answer my ques..tiop? Can 'Mr. Eban tell
the Assembly from 'this rostrum what are the subjects
of negotiation, so t~at. all the world may hear, since,
from the very beginning, even ;:hefore we go to the
conference, )ie brushes aside, he negates, he denies
all the items that should be discussed?
90. But let us agree for a moment with Mr. Eban
that The New YQrk Times has produced a false story.
Let us assume that, with all due respect to that news
paper, Mr. Eban has asked the Assembly to hold Israel
respcnslble only for official views. I agree with him.
Let U$" see, therefore, what are the official views of
Israel on the three major questions with respect to
Palestine. " "
91: We, can begin with Jerusalem. What is the of
ficial view of Israel on Jerusalem? Could there be a
higher CJ:uth,ority than the Prime Minister? Could there
~ a more official view than the official view of Mr.
Bea-Gur!on? \\That if I told you, Mr. Eban, that Mr.
Ben-Gurion, on 13 December 1949p in the Knessete-

that is,your Parliament- made the following statement
?f policy for the State of Israel, from which I quote
m part:

"dtAs you know, the General Assembly of the
Un!te9 Nati~ns has in the mean time, ..by a latge
majority, decided to place Jerusalem under an inter
~ation~l ~~gime as a s~parate enti~y. Th~s decision
15 utterly incapable of implementation - 1£ only for
the . detertnine~l; unalterable, opposition of the in
.habltants of Jerusalem themselves."
'-', ' f

Then, he continues r .
...~ "But for the State of I~rael"-'and here I invite
your at~ention.£..Hthere has always 'been and will be

, one capital only........Jerusalem, the eternal. So it ~;vas
three thousand years ago-and so it will be.i. we
believe, until the end of time."~ ,

92.. Mr. Ben-Gurion, before "the Knesset, made this
stateraent.of policy, that Jerusalem would be the eternal
capJtal of ISrael. And that is, in effect,.what The Ne:w
York Titttes said in its issue of 15 December 1952,
namely, that Jerusalem tq them.is their Washington,
th~ir London and their Paris. Mr. Eban refutes that
stC\tel)leJlt, but Mr. Ben..Gurion, in addressing the Par-

~,~"o~.policy~ definitely says that "there . ~,.wi1f
,~e ;capital only-Jerusalem, the eternal. So. it c was

;\ ' ;~ee tbousarld years ago-and so it will be, we believe,
f , ' •.... , ...~_.- )

."l":, 't,"'-.'

'~".'I: OtJicilJl Rteord$ 0'/ Ih, Trustllship Co14Hcil;, Sixlh
_~6nl;{nn;of, '\Tot. I, agenda item 19, document T/431, annex... '
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I seriously and honestly invite ananswer, if there can
be an answer based on logic, reason and sense.
104. These are the three main questions on which
we differ. You urge us to negotiate. I bow to your
wishes and ! say: Gentlemen, I am quit~prepared to

, do so; I am quite prepared for direct negotiation. X
have three major problems on which resolutions of the
General Assembly have been adopted. Resolutions
have been adopted with regard to the territory, with
regard to the internationalization of Jerusalem, and
with regard to the repatriation of the refugees. With
respect to these three main issues, Israel has said "No"
on each occasi~Jl' Should I go to the conference just
to hear Mr. Eban say UNo"? Are you really serious
that we should go to the conference to hear from Mt•
Eban these negations and these denials? What hope
could there be 'for the success of the negotiations if.
from the very beginning, we are faced with denials and
negations? .
105: 1 'think the whole matter could be dealt with
quite easily, Let me suggest that The Net» York Times
carried a false story; Let me suggest that the Concilia
tion Commission submitted false reports. Let me auggest
that the letter of Mr. Eban was a forgery. Does Mr.
Eban deny' those attitudes? Does he deny that- his.
Government is not in favour of repatriation? Does he
deny that his Government is not in favour of inter...
nationalization? And on the question of territory, if
he denies his Government's attitude, we are quite pre...
pared to agree and to sit down'and talk. Let him come
to the General Assemblj' and tell it that he accepts its
resolutions regarding repatriation, .internationalization
and the territory; then we shall be quite prepared to
enter into direct negotiations. If he denies them) let
him come and tell us what his attitude is. If he does 11'0t
deny them, then they are the truth, the whole truth and
nothing but the truth,,

106. ,Mr. LOPEZ (Philippines): The am.endment:
[AIL.134] proposed by the Philippine delegation has.
one aim: to make certain that the resolutions and .
objectives of the United Nations as regards the Pales
tine question are maintained ill their integrity and form
the basis of direct negotiations leading to a peacecfut
settlement between the parties. One df those objectives)
embodied in a General Assembly resolution which stUl

.exists and is valid, is the internationalization ..of' Je
rusalem.
107. It is not necessary to explain the continuing
concern which my 'l}pvemment,. among others, feels as.
regards the present and future status of Jerusalem.
Th~ concern is shared by peoples of various .fai,ths
throughout the world. Having this universal CQt1CefR
in mind, my Government is desirous that the existing ..
United Nations objective in connexion with the statu$:'
of Jerusalem should be constantly in the forefront of
any negotiations' which might lead to a long-t6t~~
peaceful settlement in the region.
108. Mydelegationjs aware of tbeextremef0tDPlexi.ty
of the question now before the General Assem1:fly. It is
not our desire to render still more difficult the task of'
conciliation. We have, presented our amendment inl
response to the pow~rful sentiments which have been
evoked.in the people of my country by the ~lotldor
'uncertatnty which seems gradually tOc,have descended'
upon the problem of the future status6f Jerusalem. :We·,

itn J ' dUltal! J1E1IUItL ilL diU L itU " u "

the United,Nations appointed by the ConciliatIon Com..
mission, a committee which went to the country, met
the Israel authorities and made its report. We find the
following in the report;

HIn conversations with the Israel authorities, the
Technical Committee was advised that there could
be no rep~triation"-just imagine, the Israel author..

cities informing the Technical Committee that there
, could be no repatriation-Uili the sense.that Arab

refugees would be allowed or assisted to return to
their former homes or villages.""

100, Again I say to Mr. Eban: 1 invite you, if you
are serious in your refutation, to come to the rostrum
and tell the General Assembly that this passage in the

. report of the Conciliation Commission is a 'falsehood,
a perjury. Nevertheless, we have to seek an official
v,iew f"r,om !vIr, Eban ,himself. Hap.pily, enough,.l have
here a document, a letter signed and sealed by Mr.
Eban himself. I repeat, it is signed by Mr. Eban him
self, the very gentleman who stood on thiS rostrum to
deny the story of The New York 'lAmes. It is a letter
dated 27 October 1949. Fortunately, the original is. in
English, so that Mr. Eb~~ need not suggest the pos
sibilityof misinterpretar' -l or mistranslation. This let
ter was submitted to the Conciliation Commission, the
Commission to which was entrusted the task of dealing
with the Palestine question. ,
101. Mr. Eban sent this letter which I hold in my
hand, '\which discussed the various problems of the
Palestirte question, and which said that there should be
no repatriation and no internationalization. But with
regard to the territory, I shall' now read the following
passage:

" "The Government of Israel now asserts its title to
the territory over which its authority is actually
exercised. All that territory had to be fought for . . •
for Israel's survival and defence; and' all of it is
held under valid international agreements. Even
within the existing boundaries certain vital areas re
main unduly vulnerable, dangerously exposed to
potential aggression. Nevertheless, and although some
of the.invading Arab,armies still stand on the soil of
Palestine, Israel is not advancing any further terri..
torial clai "ona calms. .' '\1

So far so good. Then Mr. Eban continues as followS:
" "But of the territory now c6nstituting the State of

Israel there can be no cession." ,
102. Mr. Eban says in his letter that from the terri
tory now held by Israel there C3,Jl be no cession,.and
Mr. Ben·Gurion was alleged by The New York T1,ffles
.to have said that from the territory they held "there
'can he no cession". It is a curious coincidence that the
words in the letter of Mr. Eban are theyery words
which appear: in The New York Times: "thete can be '
1)0" cession". Cl "

103. Therefore, on the three major questions, the
attitud~ of Israel is quite obvious, not only through
newspaper reports-but through official documents ap
pearing in the Conciliation-Commission's reports and
through the letter addressed tdl the Conciliation Corn...
mission by Mr. Eban himself, and ~igned by him. What
is then left for negotiation? Can t~~re be any answer?

t*lbid'l Fifih SessiotJ1 SU/JplemttJt No. 181 appendix: 4, para.
35. ' , ',
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here, would,not .accept. the 'latter part' of' the amend~
ment, relating to the' internationalization of Jerusalem. .
'} 14. In our view, therefore, the amendment has t~o
defects: first, it will not be accepted' by both parties
and, secondly, the restatement of the principle of the
internationalization of Jerusalem will be opposed by the
two States most concerned. We believe that the amend..
ment will be rejected by both parties on the scene. In
these circumstances, my delegation will vote against the
amendment.
115. As one of the sponsors in the Ad Hoc Political
Committee, of the draft resolution before the Assembly,
I should like now to explain to the General Assembly
my further reasons for opposing the Philippine amend..
ment,
116. First, I shall t~ to explain why my delegation '
opposes the wording (on the b~sis of" the pastresclu
tions of the General Assembly instead of our wording,
"bearinz in mind" those resolutions. There is a clear
differen~e of intention (\nd of accent here. According to
the Philippines text, the past resolutions of the General
Assembly would be the basis, the starting point, the
framework and the only firm ground of the negotiations,
and would limit the freedom of negotiation by dictating
the exact scope of the negotiations themselves. The
amendment would impose 1imits upon the negotiations:
the negotiators could work only on the basis of the past
resolutions. Everything which falls outside that context
and which is not covered by those resolutions of 1947
and 1948 would be brushed aside and would be taboo.
That is a severe limitation in the present circumstances.
117. The representative of Syria has asked, I(~at

are the items of discussion if they be not the resolutions
6f the General Assembly? What can we discuss in that
case?" I might remind the General Assembly of what
the Conciliation Commission for Palestine tried to do
last year. A year ago, that commission, presented a
number of proposals which, in our view, contained
the outlines of a possible settlement between the patties.
.Those proposals, although partially rejected by the gov..
ernrnents concerned, were so reasonable and so well
considered that they would be of great help in any
future f,1egotiations. '
118. Although the Conciliation Commission did n~t
succeed in bringing the parties together on the baSIS
of its proposals, my delegation feels that its report may
still serve this purpose in more favourable circum
stances. The Commission's proposals. still stand, and in
our view they open the only realistic way out. of the
-deadlock, The Commission was able to produce su.ch
'interesting proposals because it tried to fulfil the media
tory functions which were given to it by the General
lAssembly in its resolution 194 (Ill) of Decem~er
1948. No Conciliation Commission could carry out Its
task in that part of the world without the freedom to
mediate and without taking into account the actu~l'
situation and the changes which have taken place Itt
Palestine since 1948. Therefore the Conciliation C0tl!"
mission rightly took that liberty, and I submit that.t
'can remain useful only if it has the same liberty of
action. in the future.
119. For this reason, we cannot bind the hands of the
Conciliation Commission in its mediatory task, nor thche
hands of the parties themselves. What we need is su

,'freedom of discussion as would make possible a real

• .. *' ."".

belleve that·our amendment can be regarded as lnadmls«
sible only if the General Assembly decides to alter or
revoke existing resolutions on the question. While the,s,
~esQltition~ continue to exist, however, we fail to under
:Stand whv areference 'to them in,' a 'resolution on the
Palestinerquestion should be regarded as in any way
9bjectio~lable.,

109. In this connexion, my delegation must protect,
'in a most friendly way, against the statement made bY'
fhe representative of Panama. The representative of
Panama said that our action in submitting the amend..
ment represented an effort to introduce dynamite into
the negotiations. The word "dynamite" may perhaps
be more properly applied to the Jerusalem question
~tself. The presence or absence of any reference to that
question in the present draft resolution represents
:merely the difference between placing the question in
full view of the partie.~'dUring the negotiations and
keeping it out of sight under the conference table.
However that may be, I did not understand the repre..
.sentative of Panama to say that his delegation was
opposed to the internationatizati0I! of Jerusalem. If, ~s
:may be assumed, Panama continues to regard this
principle as valid and existing, I would doubt whether
:it was proper to use the strong word "dynamite" in
.connexion with our amendment. .
110. We agree with the sound principles of peaceful
'settlement which underlie the resolution now before the
General Assembly. We fervently hope that both parties
will heed the General Assembly's counsel. Feelingas we
do, we must repeat thl:tt our amendment cannot in any
way be interpreted as an attempt to weight the scales in
;favour of one side or the other. Our amendment repre
-sents an honest and sincere-effort by a party outsidethe
dispute to make sure that the legitimate interests of
-third parties, which include a substantial portion of the
'membership of the United Nations and the peoples
-of the world, should be taken into account by the
'patties during the course of their negotiations. We hope
-that such a request, based on accepted principles and
coming from a third party in the General Assembly,
will not be regarded as excessive. It cannot.be regarded
as excessive for us, the third parties, to ask the two
parties concerned to come together in peaceful nego
1:iations and to tell them: "Gentlemen, in settling your
dispute, please be so kind as to consider our interests
also-particularly our desires in connexion with the
future status of Jerusalem.'''
'111. I shall conclude by addressing a, few friendly
words to the representative of Uruguay. Most warmly,
we acknowledge and reciprocate his, generous senti
-mentsas regards the historic ties of culture and civili..
zation which bind our two countries together. We beg
to assure the representative of "(/;J'ruguay, however, that
our amendment is based precisely on the fact that we,
in the' Philippines, continue to treasure one of the en
dt1ting elements of the cultural heritage which we share
with Uruguay.

112. \'1Mr. PATIJN (Netherlands): The delegation of
,the Netherlands would like, in a few words, to explain
:its position' as regards the Philippine. amendment,
113. It, is clear from the declaration made a few
'moments ago by ,Mr. Eban that Israel does not accept
;the 'Philippine amendment. We have strong. reasons to
;believe tliat Jordan, which has no representative present
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has had to deal with the problem of Palestine and Israel
is considered, more specifically with regard to the Ci~y
of 1erusalem, it will be found, as soon as reference IS
made to the documents, that Colombia has been. abso..
lutely consistent ill urging respect for c the' resolutions
of die General Assembly on the internationalization 'Of
Jerusalem, On the establishment of a corpus separatum.
126. Colombia has spared no effort ,to solve: this
question in a manner satisfactory to the various mter'"
ests involved, and it accordingly voted in committee for
the draft resolution that is now being discussed. When
the vote was taken, the representative of Colombia
expressly stated that his country was voting for the
draft on'the clear understanding that it would in no way
imply the relinquishment by the United Nations of the'
undertakings it had entered into in connexion with the
resolutions previously adopted.
127. I understand the delicacy of this'problem, and in
explaining my vote I. should. like to address myself
directly to the representatives of the Jewish. people,
with whom I have many ties.
128. In 1947, when I represented, Colombia at the
United Nations, I had the honour to vote for the estab
Iishment of the State of Israel. Af~erwardst. when.
Colombia was a member of the Security Council, one
of the five votes in favour of the admission of Israel to
the United Nations was that of Colombia}' And later,
when this matter, was discussed in the General As..
sembly, Colombia spoke emphatically for the admission
of Israel. This was merely a consequence of ~heatt1tude
Colombia had adopted towards. theestabbshm,ent of
Israel. We could not oppose the admission ~o the United
Nations of a State established by the United Natlon~li'
Colombia remember.s this w.ith Pride,. a.nd. has n~,reas

J
...

to repent of its decision. It considers that nof/onlys
Israel one ofJ the States which are doing credit to t )
United Nations, but also that the Jewish. people is
providing in ~Israel an excellent exampl~ which should
certainly be Imitated by many other nations.
129. I am making these prelimina~y remark~ in ?r~er
to avoid Colombia's expl.anation of Its vote b~mg m~
preted as a kind of turl11ng away fr0D,1 a nation rh1ch
enjoys all our admiration and with whl.ch C~lombla has
ties which may be recalled and recogmz~d In. the same
way as was done here by the representative of Panama,

! Now t~at the Philippine amendment has been sub..
mitted, "however, Colombi~ has no c~oice. but t~ vo~e
for it. And it will vote foritbecause In doing so It will
be acting inacco~danc~ with; its understan4ing of the'
proposal under diSCUSSIOn, m. accordanc,~ With Colom
pia~$ gener,al attitude, and because for .the Governtn~Iit "
of Colombia the content of a resolution on Palestine
involves a sacredduty, a duty whichour country regards
as highly as its religious sentiments. I do not understand
how anyone could vote against that proposal, I do nqt
understand how the Assembly could bar a proposal of
that kind. Since the tenor of the discussion in the Corn:"
mittee was precisely that the. Uni~e? ,l-fations .should
not in any way recede from the position It had adopte,d
in its prevloas-resolurlons, and since the Phifippi~e
amendment says just that, only a little more expl~t:itlY',
we must vote for it. I. think the amendment nee; rJ,?/=
have been submitte9., but 'once submitted there Is no

I' r:
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,"See Offici'tJl Rtcords of the Securit, Council, third Year,.
No. 13~/386th meeting. . "
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meeting ofll minds. By adopting the wording von the
basis of", we shoulddepart from that freedom of action
which the Conciliation Commission for Palestine has
felt to 'be essential in its mediation. Let us not, there..
fore, bind the hands of the parties too much: let them
bear the resolutions in mind, but do not let those
resolutions bind their hands.
120. I come now to the second part of the amendment,
the restating of the principle of the internationalization
of Jerusalem. I believe that the General Assembly, in
accepting this amendment, would put the clock back to
1948 without, again, making any provision as to how
such a decision should be carried out, I might point out
here that both the parties most concerned are against
it. Thus, if it is desired to impose the internationaliza..
tion of the territory of Jerusalem, it will be necessary
to send an army there, since neith~,r of the parties on
the spot will do it. )
121. . In paragraph 4 of the draft resolution approved
by the Ad Hoc Political Committee" the General As..
s.ell1bly will see the wording regafding the religious
interests of third parties. We feel that that covers the
essential point. The interests of the Christian churches
in Jerusalem---Roman Catholic, Greek Orthodox, Nes..
torian, Armenian---are all taken care of. There can be
no doubt about the will of the General Assembly that
these interests should be respected. In. the past few
years the General Assembly 'has deemed it. justifiable
In regard to Palestine to decide again and again on a
couse of action without, at the same time, taking any
responsibility for the way in .which such a decision
should be put into effect. It is dangerous for the United
Nations to ignore the question of implementation and
to turn its back on the crucial question as to whether
it is politically possible to realise what it repeatedly
and solemnly proclaims asa sacred formula. There is
little merit in merely stating general principles in
political situations where the only wisdom and the in..
terest of all the parties concerned would be to proceed
along the way of compromise and give..and..take, as has
been proposed several times by the Conciliation Com-
mission for Palestine. . .

122. My delegation does not deny for am.oment that
serious questions of right and justice are involved in
the Palestine case, but we doubt very strongly whether
the General Assembly could render any useful service
to the cause of peace and justice if it were to refuse
to face the realities of the problem squarely. Most cer
tainly the General Assembly should not expose to the
world the inability, of the United Nations to perform
any effective work of conciliation by binding the hands
of the Conciliation Commission and '. the parties con
cerned. .

123. For these reasons my delegation feels thafit is .
necessary to vote against the amendment submitted by
the delegation of thePhilippil1es.'

'124. The PRESIDENT: I suggest that the general
discussion on this item should.be considered as closed
and that subseauent statements should' be devoted to
explanations of vote limited to seven minutes' duration,

It toas so decided.

125. Mr. SODRDIS(Colombia) (translated from
Spanish): If the attitude of the Colombiap. .delega~ion
whenever theGeneral Assembly of the Umted NatIOns
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135. Mr. ORDONNEAU (France) (translated from
French.) : So many different or contradictory statements
have been made in this Assembly or, in the Ad Hoc
Political Committee concerning the sense of the draft
resolution now before us, that the French delegation
thinks it desirable to indicate briefly how it interprets
the provisions of this draft and to state what it finds
and-s-perhaps even more important-what it does not
find or expect to find in them.

136. The draft resolution approved by the Ad Hoc
Political' Committee is the outcome of its discussions on
the Assembly agenda item entitled "The Conciliation
Commission for Palestine and its work in the light of
the resolutions of the United Nations". Hence the
subject under consideration was the conciliation policy
applied by the United Nations in Palestine in 1948 and
the work of the. Conciliation Commission. .

137. ' Quite properly, therefore, the draft resolution,
in keeping with the limits so defined, goes no further
than, first, to appraise the past work of the Commission;
secondly, to recognize the obvious truth that conciliation
cannot be effective unless the parties are willing to co·
operate, and to stress the need £'01' direct negotiations
between the parties; and, lastly, to recommend that the
Conciliation Commission should continue its efforts.

138. That is all there is in the draft resolutionvthe
adoption of which, since it is designed solely and entirely
to ensure the application of well-known procedures for
the pacific settlement of disputes, could, :~. no way
prejudge in favour of either party the substance of the
general problem of Palestine or that of any of the
particular questions connected with that problem.

139. If we bear in mind the essential' fact that the:
Ad Hoc Political Committee did not,' and indeed could
not, under, its very terms of reference, seek to settle the
Palestine issues in substance, it will be obvious how
unfounded are the criticisms which have been levelled
against the draft resolution. These criticisms fall into
two main categories, which I sball conslder in sue-.
cession, .

140. In the first place, paragraph 4 of the draft resolu
tion "urges the governments concerned to enter at an
early date, without prejudice to their respective rights
and claims; into direct negotiations for the establish..
ment of such a settlement, bearing in mind the resolu
tions as well as the principal objectives of the United
Nations on the Palestine question, including the religi..
ous interests of third ~arties".Because it does not use
such expressions as 'in' keeping with the resolutione"
or "in accordance with the resolutions", this provisio1f
has been regarded by some as constituting a repudiation .
of the General Assembly's previous action in this matter.
That is certainly not the case. The Assembly's previous
resolutions exist and have never ceased to exist] they
constitute an important element in the situation on which
the, parties wm\ have to negotiate. Qn the assumptiol.1i

134.' For those reasons, I glv~;.hotlce that Colotnbb~ ,
will' vote for the Philippine amendment, and I Would
ask my colleagues 'b.> give great attention to what I have
just said, because itwould be an extremely serious mat..
ter if, through misunderstanding, we relinquished a
traditional attitude which involves the prestige of the
United Nations.

i,\ ,.

t,·,

" alternative but to vote for it. That is Colombia's view on
this point, 1/ ,

130. After the explanations which have just been
given by the representative of the Netherlands, Colom
bia will be the more justified in voting for the amend
ment than it was before. I shall quote part of what the
Netherlands representative said from the simultaneous
interpretation, and my quotation will therefore be sqb..
~ect to any excuse or correction that may be necessary
if the translation I am about to read is not exactly
in accordance with the expressions used in the speech.
Referring to the negotiators, the representative of the
Netherlands said: "Let them bear the resolutions of the
Assembly in mind, but do' not let those resolutions bind
their hands". In that case, why should th~r. have to be
borne in mind since the hands of the negotiators must
be free to conclude any kind of treaty?

o

131. Furthermore, although some corrections have
been made here, the statement by Mr. Ben-Gurion, the
Minister for Foreign Affairs, does not leave the slightest
doubt in toe mind of anyone who analyses the situation
impartially that Jerusalem represents a separate prob
lem, a problem as separate and distinct as would be
that of Washington or London. My object in saying
this is not to prejudge the attitude of any delegation,
but merely to explain the vote of the Colombian dele
gation. If the represmtative of Colombis-e-as is. ap
parent from the documents and record of the Committee

'3 which discussed this matter--clearly stated that he
was voting for the proposal on the understanding that
the, previqus "resolutions on Jerusalem would be re
spected, how can We now vote in the same way if this
reasoning, this subjective element which the Colombian
delegation brought to bear in voting for the resolution,
is now belied by so high an authority as a MintSter for
Foreign Affairs, and: what is more serious, if the same
interpretation is adopted by the representative of the
Netherlands, which played so active a part in the Com
mittee? Hence the fact of the matter is that my country
has been deprived of 'one of the ~riteria which it em"
ployed when it voted for the resolution in a spirit of
conciliation. . .

132. I believe that if we wish to get out of ,this im
passe, there is no other course than to adopt the Philip
pine amendment, and, when that amendment has been
adopted, to vote for the joint draft approved by the
First Committee, as thus amended,

133. lam therefore confronted with a Gdilemma:
either the Assembly considers it must respect its pre
vious position with regard to Palestine and Jerusalem
and its previous resolutions, and in that .case there is
no reason why we should refrain from voting for this
proposal; or it- does not wisp to respect its previous
position, and in that case, we must sal in all, frankness
.that the United. Nations is retreating, relinquishing
what was for it a sacred undertaking. For a city like
]eru$aletrt-and I (Say this without any" desire to belittle
the Arabs or the Jews--eannot be regarded as the
property of those who live in it. Jerusalem is the moral
centre of gravity of the human race. I~ belongs, not to .
lu inhabitants, but to the millions of the faithful
distributed throughout the world. In this sense, Co...
lombia has maintained ,a .consistent attitUde since the
problem first 'came under discussion, .
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4owever, that these negotiations were to take place, the designed solely to compel many delegations to accept
majority of delegations in the,Ad HQC Political Commit- the idea they do not want in order to gain aCQeptance

te.e, in.clu.di.ng•. th.e F.,.tench delegati?n, considered that it ) fo.r... t.he. on.e the.y.. a.r.e. unwill.ing.. t.o op.pose.
was altog~t~er ~nwlse to define their scope too narrowly, 144. The Philippine amendment calls on the parties to
The p~rtlei), wIll. have to, b~ar th,e Gene~al Assembly enter into negotiations on the basis of the previous reso-
r~solut1ons an,mind, but.,lt IS their o~n interests, .the / lutions of the General Assembly. I have already said
rights and c~alms express~y r~served m th~ r,esolutlon, (! that my delegation considered it unreasonable and even
that they 'Yl11 be defending' I,n the neg~ttabons., The unrealistic to ask the parties> to negotiate after binding
Assembly did not want Its p~evI0us resolutions to hinder them to the specific provisions of the Assembly's resolu-
the achievement of. those rlg~ts, by mutual agreement, tions, The purpose of negotiation is to bring together0:, by paralys10g dlrec~ negotiations, as they have done parties which have different starting points for their
hlth~rto, risk preventing ~n agreement, between, the arguments. They meet half way, or closer to or further
parties .or the final restoration of peace m the MIddle from one or other point of departure. It is useless .te
East. ". ask two parties to negotiate on an identical basis ': no
141. The draft resolution recognizes that the parties negotiation is possible in such circumstances. The
have the primary responsibility for advancing their French delegation. is therefore unable to accept the
claims and negotiating between themselves, but only words "on the basis of".
witha view to "reaching a settlement of their outstand- . . '., .. • 1 i
ing differences", as statedin paragraph 3. This excludes ~45. It IS un!lble to do so eve~,to en~ure th~ 10C us on
from the scope of the resolution everything but the m .th~ resolution ?f the 'Y0rd~ a,nd, 10 partlcular,,,thi
disputes between the parties, everyt1:l~ng which does not prlD~w!e of. the Internatlonab.zataon of Jerusale~ • .
lie within their exclusive competence. The French admlt ..hat I ha'!e already said ~ha~ my deleg!ltlon IS
delegaticn considers that it excludes in particular the among those whl~h strongly desires the .es~bbshment
'question of the status of Jerusalem and that of the Holy of t.he best po.ssible isystem of prot~cbnf' the Holy

6 . Places. It supported the 1948 reselution 194 (111)]
Place , ,. .• concerning internationalization, and it has no intention
142. Admittedly paragraph 4 calls on the parties 10 of reversing its stand by its vote today, Nevertheless,
their negotiations to bear in mind "the religious interests it also considers that in a resolution calling on the
of third parties". This is a useful reminder, smce patties to open direct negotiations with a view to settling
negotiations involving Palestine, the cradle of so many their differences, the question of protecting the Holy
religions, may affect the religious interests of third Places would be out of place. That question does not
parties in many ways. These interests must be safe- arise as the result of a dispute between Arabs and
guarded, but the phrase in question does not mean that. Israelis; it is an international problem, the solution
the General Assembly recognizes the right of the parties of which.does not rest with Arabs or Israelis. We 'must
to settle either the problem of the Holy Places or that tberefor;"make this clear i and call on the parties to
of the status. of J~r~sal~,. 'Fh~ P!ir~ies can negoti!lte respect the religious interests of ~~ird parties~.The c

only on matters within thejr [urisdiction, The question whole problem of the Holy Places IS reserved U1 the
. 0 of the Holy Places concer~s the United Nations as a draft resolution adopted by the Ad Hoc Political Com-

whole, as well as many nations not yet Members of the mittee, '
Organization, and can therefore be settled only on a . . '.' " . •
purely international basis. -The French delegation's 146. ~avlO~ thus cla~lfied ds p?~ltl~>n, the French
position during the previous discussions is well known, d.eleg~tlon wI!1 voteagainst the Phdlppme .a~endmen~,
and its stand on this point is entirely consistent with s~nce It contains an unacceptable formula which would,
the arguments it has advanced before, It will accord- be the hands of the negotiators at the very outset. "
ingly 'vote in favour of .the draft resolution submitted 147. After this brief explanation, it remains for m~~)

· by the Ad Hoc Political Committee as a whole. to say with regard reo the resolution itself that a text
· 143. . As regards the Philippine amendment [AI which r~~otnmends direct neg?~ia~ions,owith ?r .without
L,134], the French delegation is surprised that after a the . a~slstance of. the Concdlatlon. ~-o~ll1ls~u:~l1 . for
month's discussion in the Ad Hoc Political Committee> Palestine, cannot Justly be charged wlth partlalUy.
it has been possible to discover a new point. It regrets 148, The French delegation sinc.erely hopes .that the
that this new point makes its appearance at such a late parties will overcome their passions and bittera,c.s.;
hour and thus has the appearance of a last-minute will not try to see more in the draft resolution be(Ol:•.
manoeuvre. My delegation is confirmed in this impres- them than it actually contains, and willtlot ev:~de ,t".

· si~l;I by the ~pecious .wording .of the paragraph;. it appeal which the General Assembly is making tQ·them~
adually contains two ideas which do not necessarily
goI;together and whose combination would appvr to be
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